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Abstract 

In this study, the effect of fibre sizing on the modification of basalt fibres in preparation for use 

with a polypropylene matrix (PP) was investigated.  Fibres were coated by the manufacturer 

with a standard available epoxy (EP) sizing and four experimental PP focused sizings (PPs1-4).  

Fibre with no sizing was produced to act as a control.    The surface topography of sized fibre 

was analysed by SEM and AFM, indicating that PP sized fibres displayed a more 

inhomogeneous coating of the fibre.  Furthermore, PP sizing resulted in an increase in AFM 

measured roughness by ~360%, translating to a 12.5% increase in surface area, over both 

unsized and EP fibres.  Scratching of the fibre surface revealed, that in general, the coating 

thickness of PP was ~ 30nm thicker than EP sizing despite the same application parameters.  

XPS revealed that the sizing in all cases adhered to the fibre surface with an increase in 

potential reactive sites present on PP sized fibres.  Analysis of fibre surface energy showed that 

the overall surface energy of fibres remained similar but the use of PP focused sizing resulted in 

a decrease of the polar component. Overall, this investigation shows that sizing has a significant 

effect on the fibre’s surface: changing its topography and chemistry and hence, has an evident 

potential for increased mechanical and chemical bonding.  This was further confirmed by single 

fibre fragmentation testing which highlighted that sizings PPs2-4 increase the interfacial shear 

strength by up to 117% compared to non-sized fibres. 
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1 Introduction 

Natural fibres are gaining significant attention as reinforcement for polymer composites due to 

their reduced environmental impacts.  Among natural fibres, basalt fibres demonstrate superior 

mechanical properties compared to vegetal fibres and compare, or are higher, to those of glass 

[1-3]. The density of basalt is between 2.6-2.7 g/cm3 whereas E-Glass density is 2.5-2.6 g/cm3 

[4].  Basalt fibres are further characterised by excellent sound insulation, thermal resistance 

higher than that of glass, good chemical resistance to both acidic and alkaline conditions (higher 

than E-glass) and biologically inert [5-7].  These factors, together with its environmentally 

friendly nature, mean it displays significant potential as a competitor or replacement of glass 

fibres and a new fibre for various applications. As a result basalt fibres have been the focus of 

recent research with an aim to identify their potential applications [4,7-13] 

In recent years, particular attention has been paid to thermoplastic matrices due to their low 

cost, good mechanical properties and recyclability with studies showing the potential of basalt 

fibre thermoplastics over glass [4,10,14]. However, it has been demonstrated that in order to 

achieve efficient reinforcement of thermoplastics, adhesion between basalt fibre and the 

thermoplastic matrix needs to be improved.  Any load applied to a composite is transferred 

through the polymer matrix to the fibre via the fibre-matrix interface.  Consequently, this 

interface region is a crucial factor in determining the ultimate properties of the composite.  

Improved adhesion can be achieved through surface modification of the fibre through 

application of a ‘sizing’, chemical or plasma treatment [15,16] or, through bulk modification of 

the matrix by the inclusion of various compatibilisers such as maleic anhydride grafted 

polypropylene (PPgMA) [10,14].  Fibre sizing is a fundamental stage during the manufacture of 

basalt fibre and hence remains one of the simplest and most cost effect methods for promoting 

adhesion.  Sizing is a multi-purpose coating which accounts for 0.2-5% of the fibre weight and 

due to the nature of application, is frequently non uniform.  The sizing consists of various 

processing aids such as antistatic agent, wetting agent, lubricants and binders [2,17,18], 

however, it is unknown what affect these have on the fibre-matrix interface.  The primary 

component of fibre sizing is the coupling agent, typically silanes, which is designed to 

chemically bond and react with both the fibre surface and matrix and is a crucial factor in 
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determining the level of adhesion [2,4,14,17-21].  This is particularly important for a 

thermoplastic such as PP where the non-polar matrix is not naturally attracted to the polar 

basalt fibre, proving to be an important technical challenge.  Research to date has heavily 

focused on improving this BF-PP interface through modification of the polymer or surface 

treatment of basalt fibre, all of which require additional processes and thus increasing the cost 

of the resulting composite.  Fibre sizing has already demonstrated a high ability to improve 

adhesion between glass/carbon and thermosets and thermoplastics [22-25].  The increased 

interest in thermoplastic matrices such as polypropylene has been identified by fibre 

manufacturers and as such there are an increasing number of manufacturers developing sizing 

designed for use with polypropylene. Therefore, it is the aim of this study to investigate the 

effect these fibre sizings have on the modification of basalt fibres and how this prepares them 

for bonding to PP matrices. 

2 Materials and methods 

2.1 Materials 

Basalt fibre for reinforcement was provided by Mafic, Ireland.  All fibres tested were direct roving 

13µm nominal diameter and 300tex.  Fibre was provided non-sized (labelled - N) and surface 

modified with standard multi-purpose sizing typically used for epoxy systems (EP).  A further 

four experimental sizings developed by Mafic for use with polypropylene (PP) resin systems 

were used.  These were designated PPs1, PPs2, PPs3 and PPs4.  All sizings were applied 

during manufacture of the fibre.  Non-sized fibres were manufactured in the normal manor 

except with the omission of the sizing process where no sizing was applied.  De-ionised water 

was used for the cooling of these fibres. 

2.2 Methods 

2.2.1 Scanning electron microscopy  

The effect of sizing on fibre surface topography was investigated using a Scanning Electron 

Microscope(SEM)(JEOL JSM-6010).  All fibre samples were gold coated prior to imaging to 

prevent charging and to increase image quality. 
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2.2.2 Atomic Force Microscopy 

Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) was carried out using a VEECO DI 3100 Scanning Probe 

Microscope system.  AFM was performed in two modes.  Tapping mode was used to 

characterise the surface topography at a frequency of 1 Hz with a TESP (n) doped silicon tip 

(stiffness ~40 Nm
-1

, ~274-386 kHz resonance frequency).  Contact mode (CAFM) at high load 

was used for scratching the fibre surface to measure sizing thickness and failure mode at a 

scanning rate of 1 Hz with a nano-crystalline diamond coated tip (stiffness ~2.8 Nm
-1

, tip radius 

~10 nm and ~65 kHz resonant frequency).  Fibres where imaged and measured using tapping 

mode both before and after scratching.  All scratched areas are 10x5 µm, while imaged areas 

are 20x10 µm.  Non-sized fibres were initially tested at various loads to determine the maximum 

scratching force without damaging the fibre surface. 

2.2.3 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 

The chemical composition and functional groups on the surface of sized and non-sized basalt 

fibre was investigated using a high resolution X-Ray photoelectron spectrometer (Kratos Axis 

Ultra DLD) with a monochromatic aluminium Kα source (1486.6eV), operating at a pressure of 

8x10
-9

 torr.  Spot area of 300 µm x 700 µm was analysed with a pass energy of 160 eV and 20 

eV for survey and high resolution scans with three spots scanned per sample.  Charging effects 

on the surface of samples was rectified by calibrating the lowest component of the spectral 

envelope of the C1s peaks to 285.0 eV which is the value generally accepted for adventitious 

carbon.  Quantification of the components was conducted using a linear background correction 

of basalt fibre samples [26].  

2.2.4 Dynamic contact angle 

Changes in wettability and surface energy as a result of fibre sizing were investigated by 

dynamic contact angle (DCA) using a Camtel CDCA-100 tensiometer with resolution of 10
-5

 g 

and surface detection set to 5 x 10
-5

g.  Two test liquids were used, namely water (polar) and 

diiodomethane (apolar).  The surface tension 𝛾𝐿, polar 𝛾𝐿
𝑝
 and dispersive 𝛾𝐿

𝑑 components, 

density 𝜌 and viscosity η of each liquid at room temperature are listed in Table 1.  Single fibres 

were clamped to the tensiometer and immersed in the test liquid at a speed of 0.1 mm/s to a 
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depth of 8 mm and withdrawn at the same rate to a position -4 mm above the initial starting 

position.   

The polar and dispersive components of the fibre surface energy were calculated using the 

Owens and Wendt equation (Eq. 1) coupled together with the contact angle determined by the 

Young-Laplace equilibrium (Eq. 2) [27]. 

𝜸𝑺 + 𝜸𝑳 − 𝜸𝑺𝑳 = 𝟐(𝜸𝑺
𝒅𝜸𝑳

𝒅)
𝟎.𝟓

+ 𝟐(𝜸𝑺
𝒑

𝜸𝑳
𝒑

)
𝟎.𝟓

            (1) 

𝜸𝒔𝒗 =  𝜸𝒔𝒍 + 𝜸𝒍𝒗𝒄𝒐𝒔𝜽𝜸               (2) 

By using two liquids, one polar and one dispersive, the polar and dispersive components can be 

determined as there are two equations with two unknowns.  The Owens and Wendt equation 

can then be written as shown in (Eq. 3). It is noted that this equation has the form of y=mx + b 

where:  

𝒚 =  
𝜸𝑳(𝟏+𝒄𝒐𝒔𝜽𝒄)

√𝜸𝑳
𝒅𝟐

 ; 𝒎 =  √𝜸𝑺
𝒑

 ; 𝒙 =
√𝜸𝑳

𝒑

√𝜸𝑳
𝒅

 ; 𝒃 =  √𝜸𝑺
𝒅                  (3)                 

The slope and the y-intercept are the square roots of the polar and dispersive components 

respectively. 

Table 1 Properties of test liquids at room temperature 

 η (mPas) ρ (g/cm3) 𝜸𝑳 (mN/m) 𝜸𝑳
𝒑

 (mN/m) 𝜸𝑳
𝒅 (mN/m) 

Water 1.00 0.998 72.8 51.0 21.8 

Diiodomethane 2.76 3.325 50.8 2.3 48.5 

 

2.2.5 Interfacial shear strength (IFSS) 

IFSS was tested via the single fibre fragmentation test (SFFT).  Samples were prepared by 

compression moulding a single fibre between two thin sheets of PP.  Moulding was performed 

between two steel tools that were heated to 190
o
C then moulded under a 20 MPa pressure.  In-

situ testing was performed on a Deben micro dual leadscrew tensile stage with a crosshead 

speed of 0.03 mm/min.  The tensile stage was mounted on an Olympus BX53 microscope 

equipped with an X-Y stage and linear polarising filters which was used to perform 

measurements on fibre diameter and broken fragment lengths.  SFFT testing was performed in 

accordance with Hunston et al. [28] where strain cycles of 0.2% increments were used with the 
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number of breaks recorded for each cycle.  Once saturation had been reached, the fragment 

lengths were recorded.  IFFS was calculated by the Kelley and Tyson model [29] given in Eq. 

(4). 

𝜏 =  
𝜎𝑓𝑑

2𝑙𝑐
                             (4) 

where 𝑑 is the fibre diameter, 𝑙𝑐 is the critical fibre length and 𝜎𝑓 is the fibre strength at the 

critical fibre length.  The critical fibre length 𝑙𝑐 is calculated by Eq. (5). 

𝑙𝑐 =
4

3
𝑙 ̅                             (5) 

where 𝑙 ̅is the average fibre length.  The fibre strength at the critical length was calculated by 

tensile testing single fibres at gauge lengths of 25, 50 and 100mm according to ASTM D3822 

and then using Weibull analysis to predict the fibre strength at the critical fibre length. 

 

3 Results and discussion 

3.1 Fibre surface  

SEM images showing topographic changes of the basalt fibre surface due to sizing are shown 

in Fig. 1.  Significant differences are evident between non-sized and sized fibres.  Fibres with no 

sizing (N) are characterised by a smooth and clean surface.  EP sized fibres have a similar 

surface with some minor features evident in the form lumps/raised areas albeit very small 

(<0.5µm), indication of a homogeneous coating.  A significant change in fibre topography is 

seen with the addition of the experimental PP sizings. There is a clear visual increase in surface 

roughness of each PP sized fibre which is presented as large clumps, clusters and ridges of 

sizing on the surface.   It is notable that the larger roughness features seen on the surface for all 

PP samples show a thick discontinuous behaviour, however, a thinner more continuous layer of 

coating is visible between the thicker clusters suggesting a more even coverage of the fibre 

sizing is also present in smaller quantities.  This apparent discontinuous behaviour of 

polypropylene sizings may be due to the greater difficulty of wetting the polar basalt fibre with 

an apolar sizing [30]. 
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 To further investigate the influence of the different sizings on the fibre surface, AFM 

topographic images were obtained (Fig. 2).  These images reinforce the findings of SEM where 

N and EP fibres result in a smooth and continuous surface with PP sized fibres showing a 

considerable increase in surface features and roughness.  This roughness has been measured 

via AFM for both RMS and Ra calculations and is presented in Fig. 3.  From these values we 

can see that EP sized fibres interestingly have a lower surface roughness than non-sized fibre.  

This may be explained by the EP sizing filling in small imperfections on the natural fibre’s 

surface and thus creating a smoothing effect.  It is clear from roughness values that PP focused 

sizing causes a considerable increase in surface roughness.  PPs1 provides the lowest 

increase yet it still has a roughness ~133% higher than N fibres.  The roughness increases 

again by approximately 360% for fibres PPs2, PPs3 and PPs4 over fibres with no sizing.  This 

increase in roughness has a direct effect on fibre surface area which is a primary factor in 

determining mechanical interlocking.  Surface area measurements (Fig.3) show that PPs2-4 

provides the greatest increase in surface area from 52.5 µm
2
 to ~58.9 µm

2
.   This higher level of 

surface roughness and area may result in increased mechanical interlocking between the fibre 

and matrix, resulting in a positive influence on the mechanical properties of final composite 

[31,32].  As PPs2-4 each provide a similar increase in roughness and surface are they should 

provide the same level of mechanical interlocking, hence, it can be suggested that any variation 

in adhesion between these three sizings may be attributed to variations in chemical bonding. 

Post scratch AFM images and the resulting scratch depth profile of non-sized and sized fibres 

are presented in Fig.4.  Scratching of the fibre surface can determine two main properties of the 

sizing: thickness and failure mode. Although N fibres show a scratched area, this observed build 

up is a result of surface contamination from the atmosphere, such as dust, which is confirmed 

by the scratch depth scan showing zero/no trench profile.  Although all sizing formulations were 

applied with the same loss of ignition (LOI) there is a significant difference in overall thickness of 

the coating.  Sizing EP and PPs1 have a thin coating of ~10 - 20 nm that appears continuous, in 

agreement with SEM and AFM images (Fig. 1 and Fig. 2).  As the sizing is scratched or 

‘ploughed’ it displays a ductile failure behaviour evident by the continuous build up of sizing at 

the edges of the scratch, this is seen as bright yellow colouring around the perimeter of the 

scratched area in Fig. 4.  On the other hand sizing PPs3 displayed a very brittle nature with 
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clumps or fragments of sizing being dislodged due to scratching method making it difficult to 

measure which is confirmed by the respective scratch profile where there is no clear trench and 

an inconsistent depth.  The overall thickness of PPs3 sizing was recorded to be between ~30 – 

40 nm.  Sizing PPs2 and PPs4 had a similar ductile behaviour as EP and PPs1 but was 

measured with an increased thickness of ~40 – 50 nm. The increased thickness recorded for 

sizing PPs2, PPs3 and PPs4 may further contributed to the higher levels of measured surface 

roughness.  Although it is unknown the effect sizing thickness has on the fibre/matrix interface it 

is thought that a thicker sizing creates a higher bonding potentially both mechanically via 

increased surface roughness and chemically via the potential of an increased number of 

reactive sites present on the surface [32,33]. 

3.2 XPS 

XPS analysis was conducted to investigate the chemical changes on the basalt fibre surface as 

a result of fibre sizing.  The surface composition results from wide energy survey scans and 

calculated ratios are reported in Table 2.  

Table 2 XPS atomic concentration % and ratios of basalt fibre samples 

Fibre C (%) O (%) Si (%) N (%)  O/C C/Si 

N 55.85 33.45 10.73 - 0.6 5.21 
EP 78.47 20.03 1.68 - 0.26 52.31 
PPs1 77.13 18.66 2.82 1.48 0.24 27.35 
PPs2 71.55 21.87 6.59 1.6 0.31 10.86 
PPs3 81.13 14.7 3.49 1.12 0.18 23.25 
PPs4 76.39 21.01 2.6 - 0.28 29.38 

 

 It has been shown that the C/Si ratio can be used as an initial approximation for the level of 

organic material where a ratio of C/Si greater than 10 indicates the XPS signal is dominated by 

the fibre sizing and below 10 is dominated by the fibre substrate [34].  The penetration depth of 

XPS is <10 nm, however, as the measured thickness for all sizings is between 10-50 nm it 

indicates that the signal is dominated by the sizing regardless of C/Si ratio. For all sized fibres 

we can see the C content increase by ~20-25% and O content drop to ≈20% compared to 

33.45% for non-sized fibre which translates to the O/C ratio.  The reduction of the O/C ratio of 

sized fibres compared to non-sized indicates that the silane coupling agent has attached to the 
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basalt fibre surface [35,36].    High resolution analysis was performed on the main peaks found 

which were curve fitted to determine the functional groups present.  

The C1s spectra of unsized and sized basalt fibres is shown in Fig. 5.  Although basalt fibres do 

not contain carbon, 55.85% of the non-sized fibre surface contained carbon bonds.  The C1s 

spectra of N samples can be divided into three peaks at 285 eV, 286.6 eV and 289 eV 

representing C-C, C-O-C and O=C-O, characteristic of adventitious carbon.  Peak fitting of EP 

sized fibres identifies two main peaks; the first at 285 eV is attributed to C-C where the second 

peak at 286.7 is quite broad and may be attributed to C-O and C-O-C, in agreement with epoxy 

functional groups [37]. Sized fibres PPs1, PPs3 and PPs4 showed a significant increase in C-C 

compared to N and EP fibres whereas PPs2 showed a significant decrease in C-C content.  The 

second largest functional group in PP sized fibres was found at ~286.5 eV and was attributed to 

C-O/C-OH.  These hydroxyl groups have shown to play an important role in bonding with 

thermoplastics [38].  PPs2 has more than double the content of C-O/C-OH groups compared to 

the remaining PP sized fibres, suggesting there may be an increased bonding environment 

present. 

The O1s spectra of basalt fibre can be divided into two peaks, at 531.9 eV and 533.4 eV seem 

in Fig. 6.  These peaks are in agreement with non-bridging oxygen (NBO) and bridging oxygen 

(BO) in the silicate structure [39].    The division of NBO and BO appears to vary between each 

fibre (Table 3).  Fibres with no sizing N were dominated by NBO while EP sized fibres 

predominantly consisted of BO.  Between these two were PP sized fibres which indicated a 

more balanced division between NBO and BO. The significant increase of BO found on sized 

fibres compared to non-sized fibre may be attributed to the silanol groups present within the 

sizing formulation.  These groups are added in order for the sizing to react quickly with the fibre 

surface, hence may present as Si-O-Si chains. 

The Si 2p spectra for sized and non-sized fibre are shown in Fig. 7.  As the Si 2p spectra is 

dependent on the silicate content the same peak representing [SiO4]
4-

  tetrahedron structure 

was observed at ca. 101.7 eV and 101.8 eV for non-sized and sized fibres.  A further two peaks 

can be observed in the Si 2p spectra which represent [Si2O5]
2-

 (layer shape structure) and 

[Si2O6]
4-

 (chain structure), in accordance with Furukawa et al. [40] and Wang et al. [41]. The 

peak observed at ~102.6 eV for all samples can be attributed to the layer shape structure of 
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[Si2O5]
2-

.    A new peak at a higher binding energy of 103.8 eV can be observed in the Si 2p 

spectra of PPs2 (2.24%) and in trace amounts for PPs3 (0.57%) and EP (0.33%) fibre.  This 

new peak is assumed to be [Si2O6]
4-

 chain structure.  Despite all sizings containing silanol 

groups, EP samples have shown to have the lowest content of silicon on the fibre surface at 

1.5% (Table 2).  As the sizing becomes more targeted for thermoplastics the silicon content 

increases, peaking at 6.59% for PPs2 suggesting higher levels of silane.  With the purpose of 

silanol groups within the sizing to promote adhesion to the fibre, it may indicate that there is 

increased bonding between the sizing and the fibre surface for PPs1-4 samples [35].  Although 

[SiO4]
4-

 within PPs1 and PPs2 is comparable at 0.99% and 1.25% (Table 3), there is a 

significant increase in [Si2O5]
2-

 in PPs2 with a 3.06% content compared to 1.71% for PPs1.  The 

addition of [Si2O6]
4-

 bonds at 2.24% concentration present with in PPs2 samples further 

suggests increased bonding between sizing and fibre surface. 

Table 3 Si2p andO1s functional group % for non-sized and sized fibres 

Functional 
Group 

N (%) EP (%) PPs1 (%) PPs2 (%) PPs3 (%) PPs4 (%) 

[SiO4]
4- 2.40 0.21 0.99 1.25 0.88 1.68 

[Si2O5]
2- 6.95 0.90 1.71 3.06 1.88 1.22 

[Si2O6]
4- - 0.57 - 2.24 0.72 - 

NBO 28.57 0.98 8.22 9.60 9.47 11.27 
BO 3.01 18.84 11.19 12.78 5.05 9.57 

Fibre samples PPs1-3 contained small quantities of N 1s, which were divided in to two peaks.  

As presented in Fig. 8. , these were divided by an amine with a low-binding energy (399.8 eV) 

and an amine with a high-binding energy (401.2 eV).  This content of N may be evidence of 

aminosilane found in sizing and may be suggestive of an increased bonding environment [42]. 

3.3 Fibre surface energy  

Advancing and receding contact angles of single basalt fibres tested in water and 

diiodomethane are plotted in Fig. 9. With all contact angles for both liquids being less than 90
o
 it 

can be said that each fibre sample becomes fully wet by both water and diiodomethane.  

Deviation bars show that PP focused sizing generally has a greater variation.  The cause for 

this is most likely due to the homogeneity of EP coated fibres and thus resulting in improved 

reproducibility whereas the increased roughness and visible residue, from SEM and AFM, on 

the surface of PP sized fibres will affect static angle measurements.  The application of EP and 
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PPs1 sizing results in a small reduction in contact angle in water while PPs2, PPs3 and PPs4 

show a small increase of ~1.5-2 degrees in angle over N fibre.  In diiodomethane the behaviour 

is opposite to this where PPs2, PPs3 and PPs4 show a marked decrease in contact angle over 

EP and PPs1 sizing.  This may indicate that the polar and dispersive functions of these sizings 

differ. 

Surface energies of non-sized and sized basalt fibres calculated from the Owens and Wendt 

equation (Eq. 3) are summarised in Table 4.  Although there is no significant change in the 

overall surface energy of the fibre there is a more notable shift in the polar and dispersive 

components. EP fibres show a slight increase of ~1.5 mN/m over non-sized fibre which will 

increase the compatibility and bonding with polar epoxy systems [43].  EP and PPs1 sized 

fibres have a similar polar and dispersive component as non-sized fibre which is suitable for a 

polar epoxy matrix system but inherently not for non-polar PP [43].  We can see that sizings 

PPs2, PPs3 and PPs4 all reduce the polar component of the fibre surface by 14 – 25% 

compared to N, EP and PPs1 fibres, with PPs2 providing the largest decrease at 25%.  This 

reduced polar component of the fibre surface increases it’s compatibility with PP and thus may 

improve fibre wetting and in turn bonding.   Previous studies have shown that silanization 

decreases the polar surface energy of glass fibres [44,45], as such the suggested increased 

silane content from the XPS Si 2p spectra of PP sized fibres can be attributed with their reduced 

polar  component.  

Table 4 Polar and dispersive components and the total surface energy of non-sized and sized basalt fibre 

Fibre ϒs
p
 (mN/m) ϒs

d
 (mN/m) ϒs

p
 (mN/m) 

N 15.36 ± 0.31 27.47 ± 0.28 42.83 ± 0.59 
EP 16 .68 ± 1.08 28.94 ± 0.76 44.62 ± 1.84 
PPs1 15.71 ± 0.83 26.11 ± 0.75 41.82 ± 1.58 
PPs2 11.51 ± 0.60 32.44 ± 0.61 43.95 ± 1.21 
PPs3 13.22 ± 0.69 30.26 ± 1.12 43.48 ± 1.81 
PPs4 12.99 ± 0.25 30.75 ± 0.57 43.73 ± 0.82 

 

3.4 Interfacial shear strength 

The critical length, tensile strength at the critical length and the resultant IFSS values of each 

fibre are reported in Table 5.  EP and PPs1 fibres have an IFSS significantly lower than non-

sized N fibre, suggesting that a very poor adhesion is present.  PPPs3 and PPs4 sized fibres 
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show a considerable increase over N fibres with an IFSS of 14.48 and 13.03 MPa respectively.  

A significant increase is further seen for PPs2 sized fibre with an IFSS of 20.68 MPa, a 117.6% 

increase over fibres with no sizing. This increase in adhesion will promote the efficient transfer 

of stress between the matrix and fibre [46]. Mechanical interlocking may have contributed to a 

certain degree, however the small variation in measured values of surface roughness and 

surface area does not reflect accurately the differences in IFSS.  

Table 5 Critical length, tensile strength at critical length and IFSS of all fibres from SFFT testing 

 lc (mm) σf(lc) (MPa) Τ (MPa) 

N 1.80±0.10 2615 9.50±0.56  
EP 2.22±0.29 2561 7.59±0.92 
PPs1 3.15±0.45 2488 5.21±0.79 
PPs2 0.89±0.09 2784 20.68±2.11 
PPs3 1.23±0.15 2698 14.48±2.09 
PPs4 1.36±0.18 2663 13.02±1.71 

Fibre polarity will influence potential bonding as the reduced polarity of PPs2, PPs3 and PPs4 

fibres will improve compatibility between the fibre and PP as well as improve fibre wet-out, thus 

increasing the potential area for bonding.  Although each of these factors will contribute to 

adhesion it is believed that chemical bonding is the primary factor in improving the IFSS and the 

variations observed between each sizing due to the increased reactive sites evident on PPs3, 

PPs4 and in particular PPs2. 

Adhesion of basalt fibre to PP show to be higher than glass fibre equivalents which range 

between 3.5 to 5 MPa for unsized and 6 to 7.5 MPa for sized fibre [23,47]. Results from PPs2, 

PPs3 and PPs4 produce a similar or greater, in the case of PPs2, improvement in adhesion 

properties compared to bulk modification of PP with PP-g-MA [14].  Furthermore, the results for 

PPs2 are comparable to sized carbon fibre and epoxy  [48]. 

4 Conclusions 

The focus of this study was to investigate the effect of fibre sizing on basalt fibre surface in 

preparation for use with a polypropylene matrix. Fibres were coated in a standard available 

epoxy sizing, four different experimental polypropylene focused sizings and compared to fibres 

with no sizing.  The surface topography of basalt fibre has been analysed by SEM and AFM 

which indicates that PP sizings have a more inhomogeneous coating.  It was revealed that 

epoxy sizing reduces the roughness of the basalt fibre surface while a considerable increase in 
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surface roughness was evident with PP sizing, leading to an increased surface area which may 

be beneficial for mechanical bonding.   Furthermore, the use of PP focused sizing resulted in a 

much thicker coating on the fibre surface despite using the same application parameters and 

Loss of Ignition.  The use of fibre sizing has shown to modify the surface chemistry of basalt 

fibres with XPS confirming that the sizing has adhered to the fibre surface and the addition of 

potential reactive sites or increased bonding environment for PP.  Fibre sizing has also shown 

to influence the surface energy of fibre where the use of PP focused sizing results in lowering of 

the polar component of basalt fibre and thus increasing its compatibility and wetting properties 

with non-polar PP.  Overall, sizing has shown to have a significant influence on the surface of 

basalt fibres with both EP and PP focused sizings providing a different set of characteristics.  

PP focused sizings have modified the fibre surface in such a way to increase the fibres 

compatibility and wetting with PP as well as increased its bonding potential both mechanically 

and chemically.  These results were further confirmed with IFSS testing showing that adhesion 

between basalt and PP can be significantly increased through the use of a focused sizing, with 

fibres that demonstrated increased reactive sites having a significantly higher IFSS.  The 

resultant improvements in adhesion properties highlighted that fibre sizing, in most cases, 

provided a greater increase than bulk modification of PP with PP-g-MA. 
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